The peak latency of pattern-reversal (PR)-VEP has been found to develop rapidly, reaching the adult level around 15 weeks of age. However, the development of orientation-reversal (OR)-VEP, reflecting the specific spatial organization of cortical receptive fields, still remains unknown.
Introduction
Visual Evoked Potentials (VEPs) record neural responses that are time-locked to a specific visual stimulus event, and have yielded much information about the development of the visual system in infancy. Latency measures of VEPs are a more reliable indicator of infant visual development than amplitude, both within and between subjects in early infancy (Lenassi et al., 2008; Sokol & Jones, 1979; Strasburger, 1987; Tomoda, Tobimatsu, & Mitsudome, 1999) .
Most of the current literature focuses on the pattern or phase reversal (PR) VEP, which tests responses to contrast. However, because PR produces responses at the retinal level in on-and offganglion cells (Kuffler, 1953) , the PR response, while indicating that contrast signals have arrived at the cortex, need not necessarily reflect processing at the level of the visual cortex.
Orientation-specific responses, however, can be generated only in the primary visual cortex and in further extra-striate areas (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) . Orientation detection is essential for object recognition. The onset of cortical orientation selectivity has been assessed by the use of orientation-reversal (OR) VEPs. The orientation-reversal stimulus, introduced by Braddick, Wattam-Bell, and Atkinson (1986) , uses a grating whose orientation switches between 45°and 135°. The OR stimulus sequence includes 'jitter', or random phase shifts of the grating at a higher frequency than these switches, which can be removed later in analysis, to isolate response components that are specific to orientation changes. Infants show OR responses to 3 r/s transient VEP at 3-4 weeks and to 8 r/s steady state VEP at about 8 weeks (Braddick, 1993) . This frequency dependence indicates that the dynamics of the cortical orientation response change with development.
In infant visual development, the latency of the first positive peak (P1) of the transient PR response for large checks decreases from around 260 ms at birth to around 107 ms (adult values) at 4 months (Lee et al., 2012; McCulloch, Orbach, & Skarf, 1999; Moskowitz & Sokol, 1983; Porciatti, 1984) . However, the latency of the OR-VEP has not yet been studied. In addition to revealing aspects of underlying cortical processing, OR-VEP has a strong clinical value as an indicator of cerebral development. It has been strongly correlated to changes seen on neonatal images in children with focal brain injury (Mercuri et al., 1996) and hypoxic-ischaemic brain damage at term and predicts later neuro-developmental outcome of this group when the infants turned 2 years of age (Mercuri et al., 1999) . OR is also a better indicator than PR for visual development of prematurely born infants with white matter injuries (Atkinson et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2011; Mercuri et al.,1998) .
Identifying the latency of the first positive peak in the VEP responses requires transient recording at low temporal frequencies. This latency reflects the initiation of cortical processing. An alternative approach to study VEP timing is to analyze the phase of the response in steady-state recordings at a range of temporal frequencies and make a phase versus frequency plot, whose gradient gives a phase-based calculation of apparent latency (Lee et al., 2012; Regan, 1966; Simon, 1992; Spekreijse, 1978) . This measure is derived from the waveform as a whole, and so reflects the overall cortical dynamics of the response, not just its initiation. The present study measured both the transient P1 latency and the calculated latency from the phase versus frequency plot, in the same adult and infant participants respectively. This paper investigates: (1) the relation between calculated and transient peak latencies in OR; (2) the relative timing of the orientation (OR) and contrast (PR) responses; and (3) the relationship between the developmental courses of PR and OR latencies. The detailed analysis of the two methods for adults' and infants' latencies for PR has been published in Lee et al., 2012 .
Materials and methods

Participants
Eighty-one adults (median age 21, range 16-43 years) with normal or corrected to normal vision were tested. Ninety-four full term infants (4.0-79.0 weeks) born within 14 days of their due date were tested (Table 1) . The same adults and infants participated in both PR and OR recordings; full data for the PR recordings have been presented in Lee et al. (2012) . In addition to the 94 infants recruited for this study, the transient peak latencies of OR responses at 4 r/s were analyzed for 123 infants (4.0-20.3 weeks) tested previously (Braddick et al., 2005) .
This research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consents were obtained from participants or the parents of infant participants after explaining the nature and possible consequences of the study. This research was approved by Oxford's Applied and Qualitative Research Ethics Committee.
Stimulus
The methods, including the PR stimulus, were as described in Lee et al. (2012) , where full technical details can be found. The OR stimulus is based on that of Braddick, Wattam-Bell, and Atkinson (1986) and Braddick et al. (2005) . Both the OR and the PR stimuli consisted of sine wave gratings with a spatial frequency of 0.24 c/deg, mean luminance of 32 cd/m 2 , and a contrast of 0.93.
The grating orientation in the OR stimulus alternated between 45°and 135°at the reversal frequency. Oblique orientations were used to avoid the risk of any horizontal or vertical anisotropy, including that caused by the common astigmatic refractions seen in infants. The grating underwent random phase shifts at a rate of 25 shifts/s between the orientation changes.
2.3. VEP recording 2.3.1. Transient and steady-state VEP Recordings were made using three gold cup electrodes: one on the vertex, one 1 cm above the inion, and another on the forehead. One-hundred sweeps (2 stimulus cycles per sweep) were averaged on the computer. The order of temporal frequencies used was randomized. A software delay of 45 ms between the stimulus event at the middle of the computer screen and the recording cycle was identified and taken into account in our analysis. We verified that phase changes introduced by band pass filtering did not materially affect our results at the frequencies used (Lee et al., 2012) . With infants a small noisy toy was shaken in the center of computer screen to attract their attention. Recording was temporarily interrupted when subjects became inattentive.
Transient VEP
Each adult was recorded at 1, 2, 3, and 4 r/s, while each infant was tested only at 2, 3, and 4 r/s. The longer recording times required for 1 r/s were beyond the attention span of many younger infants, resulting in statistically unreliable results. Because each recording contained two complete cycles, the total recording epoch is 2 s for 1 r/s, 1 s for 2 r/s, 0.5 s for 4 r/s, etc.
Steady-state VEP
For adults, up to seven different temporal frequencies at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12 r/s were used. In infants, up to five different temporal frequencies at 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 r/s were tested. Fewer temporal frequencies were used with infants because of their limited attention span and available recording time.
VEP analysis
After the extraction of relevant response frequencies using Fourier analysis, a circular variance test yielding the Mann-Whitney U statistic (Moore, 1980) was performed to test that the consistency of phase in the VEP signal was statistically significant (WattamBell, 1985) . Signal-noise ratio (SNR) was also estimated using the method described in Braddick et al. (2005) . Any runs with P > 0.05 on the U test and/or a signal-noise ratio SNR < 1.5 were discarded. To compensate for the systematic software delay, 45 ms was subtracted from both latency estimates. ANOVA (multivariate and repeated-measures) were then performed using SPSS 16.0 (IBM; NY, USA).
Transient P1 latency
The orientation reversal event was accompanied by simultaneous local contrast changes, which may also contribute to the initial peak. The jitter at a multiple of the grating reversal rate was included in the stimulus to allow the effects of these contrast changes to be removed. The recorded responses were ''dejittered'' by removing the component at the jitter frequency (25 r/s) and its harmonics at 50 and 100 Hz. The peak latency was then measured from this modified waveform ( Fig. 1 ). For the transient VEP, the time of the first positive peak values in the waveform were manually selected for the low temporal frequencies (adults -1, 2, 3, 4 r/s; infants -2, 3, 4 r/s). As each recording yielded two complete cycles, the average latency of the two peaks was used for later analysis.
Phase-based calculated latency
Calculated latency did not require dejittering, since it was derived only from the component of the response at the reversal frequency. Instead, the phase values of this response component at all tested reversal frequencies were analyzed. As there is an infinite series of equivalent phase values separated by 360°, phase has to be 'unwrapped'. First, the difference between phases of two adjacent temporal frequencies was calculated. Multiple(s) of 360°were subtracted from the phase value of the higher temporal frequency until the difference became negative. The unwrapped phase values were then plotted against temporal frequencies. Finally, the slopes of their linear regression were converted into apparent latency by the formula: Latency (ms) = À(PhaseD/temporal frequency D) Ã 1000 ms/360°À 45 ms software delay (Fig. 2) . The detailed method has been described in Lee et al. (2012) A2) is the result of (A1) after filtering out the jitter frequency and its higher harmonics. The first and second halves of the record illustrates the consistency of the waveform, showing an average peak transient latency of 100 ms from the two cycles (45 ms was subtracted due to systematic software delay). Similar to (A1 and A2, B1 and B2) illustrate the OR response at 2 r/s from a 6.6-week-old infant with an averaged peak of 240 ms. Transient latency was selected manually by placing a cursor on the most prominent P1 of each the two averaged cycles. infants were eliminated from subsequent analysis because of calculated latencies falling more than 3 standard deviation (SD) away from the group mean at the appropriate age.
Results
Proportion of participants giving significant VEP responses
The OR responses have a generally lower amplitudes than PR and so a reduced number of participants gave usable results. Out of a total of 81 adults, 66 (81.5%) adults had significant responses at frequencies used for transient measurements, 64 (79.0%) for calculated latencies, and 62 adults (76.5%) for both the transient and calculated latencies. Among the 94 infants tested in the present study, 83 infants (88.3%) showed significant responses for transient measurements while 58 infants (61.7%) yielded calculated responses. Fifty-five infants (58.5%) yielded data for both the transient and calculated responses. An additional 123 infants tested at 4 r/s from the study of Braddick et al. (2005) were incorporated into transient data for subsequent analysis, making a total of 217 infants (Table 1) . For the calculated latency analysis, 18 infants yielded phase measurements from significant responses at only two temporal frequencies.
Transient versus calculated latencies
Transient P1 latency
In adults, the raw VEP response (before dejittering) showed no distinguishable peak orientation reversal responses compared to the jitter responses. For the infants, on the other hand, a prominent peak for the orientation reversal was clearly identifiable (presumably because the infants had a weaker response to high frequency jitter). After the components at the jitter frequency and its harmonics (multiple of 25 Hz) were removed, OR-VEP waveforms showed features similar to the classical PR responses in both participant groups, as they all displayed prominent P1 peaks (Fig. 1) . Similar to the case for PR (Lee et al., 2012) , the transient P1 latency was much longer in infants (Fig. 1) . In adults, one-way ANOVA (Welch) showed no significant variation among the latencies of this peak measured at the low temporal frequency values (1, 2, 3, and 4 r/s; F(3, 116) = 2.0, P = 0.1). In infants, ANOVA (age group as a between-subjects factor) yielded non-significant latency differences among the low temporal frequencies used in the analysis of transient latencies (2, 3, and 4 r/s; F(2, 47) = 2.1, P = 0.1). The interaction between the 10 age groups and temporal frequencies was also not statistically significant (F(14, 219) = 1.1, P = 0.4). For the subsequent analysis, the average of the results at four temporal frequencies in each adult and three temporal frequencies in each infant was defined as the transient latency.
Phase-based calculated latency
In both adults and infants, the phase-based slope method proved effective in calculating apparent latency (Fig. 2) . For the 1-9.6 r/s tested in the present paper, a good linear fit (high R 2 ) for phase versus temporal frequencies was found, consistent with the findings for the PR latency (Di Russo & Spinelli, 1999; Fiorentini & Trimarchi, 1991; Lee et al., 2012; Porciatti, 1984; Porciatti et al., 1992; Tobimatsu et al., 1991) . Repeated-measure-ANOVA indicated that the OR response showed a significantly longer calculated latency than peak latency for both adults and infants (Fig. 3B) .
Adults: transient versus calculated latencies
The mean transient peak latency for OR ± SE (101.4 ± 2.0 ms) was significantly lower than the calculated latency of OR (193.3 ± 6.3 ms), using repeated-measure-ANOVA (F(1, 61) = 174.5, P < 0.001) (Fig. 4A ). This contrasts with adults' PR responses (Lee et al., 2012) , where the transient peak latency and calculated latency were similar.
Infants: transient versus calculated latencies
The infants were divided into ten age groups (Table 1) . Repeated-measure-ANOVA (age as a between-subjects factor) revealed significant higher calculated latency in comparison to the transient P1 latency (F(1, 46) = 44.5, P < 0.001) (Fig. 4B) and a significant interaction effect of latency method and age groups (F(8, 46) = 2.4, P = 0.03) (Fig. 3A shows individual data points and Fig. 3B the mean for each age group to illustrate this comparison). This difference was also found in the OR adult data and in the infant data for PR (Lee et al., 2012) . Similar to PR (Lee et al., 2012) , OR-VEP latency was prolonged in infants compared to those of adults, as shown in the example waveforms of Fig. 1 .
As found for PR (Lee et al., 2012) , latency can be found using as few as two temporal frequencies. In infants, ANOVA (with age as a covariate) was performed to compare the calculated latency derived from the 26 infants having only two temporal frequencies versus those infants with more than two temporal frequencies. No significant difference between the transient and calculated latencies was found (F(1, 18) = 0.3, P = 0.6) or any significant interaction between age and method (F(6, 60) = 0.4, P = 0.9) (Fig. 3A shows data for the two methods with distinctive data points).
Comparison of adult versus infant latencies
For both infants and adults, the calculated OR latency was significantly longer than the transient latency. In PR, however, no difference between the transient and calculated latencies was found in adults (Lee et al., 2012) .
Post-hoc analysis (Games-Howell) revealed that the infant transient latencies were not significantly different from adult values after 50 weeks of age (F(1, 84) = 3.4, P = 0.07). The infants' calculated OR latencies were not significantly different from adult values after 80 weeks of age (F(1, 151) = 0.7, P = 0.4) (Fig. 3A and B) .
As the mean latencies suggested that most of the drop in the transient latencies was within the first 30 weeks of life ( Fig. 3A  and B) , linear regression was fitted between latency and age over the age range from 3.6 to 30 weeks (Fig. 5) showed a significant downward trend for the transient latency only (r = 0.8, F(1, 177) = 262.4, P < 0.001), with latency decreasing at 4.2 ms/week over this period.
Comparison to pattern reversal-VEP
3.4.1. Pattern versus orientation VEPs: adults Repeated-measure-ANOVA revealed that while adults' calculated latency for OR (198.0 ± 5.9 ms) was statistically longer than for PR (103.4 ± 3.1 ms), (F(1, 72) = 178.4, P < 0.001), the transient latency for OR (101.6 ± 2.0 ms) was similar to that for PR (104.6 ± 1.7 ms), (F(1, 57) = 0.2, P = 0.6).
Pattern versus orientation VEPs: infants
Using age groups as a between-subjects factor, repeated-measure-ANOVA revealed that infants' OR calculated latency was statistically longer than PR (F(1, 46) = 61.2, P < 0.001). The interaction between stimuli and age was also significant (F(8, 46) = 2.4, P = 0.03), reflecting the relative absence of decline in OR compared to PR latency over the age range, as seen in Fig. 6B . In contrast, OR transient latency was significantly longer than PR's (F(1, 46) = 53.1, P < 0.001), but the interaction effect between the 10 age groups and stimuli (PR and OR) was not significantly different (F(9, 46) = 1.2, P = 0.3) (Fig. 6A) .
Pattern versus orientation VEPs: infants and adults compared
While the transient latency of the infant group was not significantly different from the adult value after 15 weeks of age in PR (Lee et al., 2012) , the development in OR transient latency was much more extended and did not reach adult values until after 55 weeks. As for PR most of the decrease in OR transient latency occured within the first 15-20 weeks of life. For calculated latency, however, no distinguishable trend was observed.
To compare with the PR study (Lee et al., 2012) , linear regression was fitted for 4.0-15 weeks of age. Unlike the decrease of 11.6 ms per week seen in the PR transient latency, OR showed no significant linear decrease with age under 15 weeks (P = 0.5). Nonetheless, the linear trend for infants under 30 weeks of age was significant at a much slower rate of 4.2 ms per week (P < 0.001, Fig. 5 ). While infants reached the adult value for calculated latency beyond 30 weeks in PR (Lee et al., 2012) , the calculated latency of OR showed little variation across development (Fig. 6B) .
Discussion
We obtained a normative baseline of response latencies to orientation change in both adults and infants through two different methods-transient P1 and phase-based calculated latencies.
Transient P1 latency
The dejittered transient response of OR-VEP closely resembled the classical PR-VEP responses (Fig. 1) . P1, around 100 ms, was prominent in both PR and OR. The adults showed similar P1 latencies for both stimuli. This suggests that this component of each 6-4.9 5-9.9 10-14.9 15-19.9 20-29.9 30-39.9 40-49.9 50-59.9 60-69.9 70-79.9 Adult 3.6-4.9 5-9.9 10-14.9 15-19.9 20-29.9 30-39.9 40-49.9 50-59.9 60-69.9 70-79. response arises at a similar level in the processing pathway. This is consistent with physiological data from monkeys, which has shown the earliest impulses in V1 cells to be orientation selective (Celebrini et al., 1993) .
Phase-based calculated latency
Unlike the transient P1 latency which reflects the time needed to elicit the initial response at the occipital lobe, the phase of the fundamental component, hence the calculated latency, is derived from the whole waveform and so reflects the overall time course for the entire VEP response. In adults, this calculated latency was almost twice as long as the transient P1 latency (Fig. 4A) . This value must reflect the time taken for cortical processing beyond the initial orientation-selective response, perhaps including processing time arising from horizontal connections between the orientation columns (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1989; Nauhaus et al., 2009) , non-linear transformation between the primary and extra-striate visual areas (Geisler & Albrecht, 1995) , and/or integration of spatio-temporal features (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000) . Recurrent and inhibition loops among the V1 and extra-striate areas could also contribute to late components of the VEP response (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000) .
Latency development
VEP latency proved to be a more sensitive indicator of visual development than measures related to amplitude. No significant age changes have been found for SNR and amplitude of transient and steady-state OR-VEPs in 5-18 week-old infants (Birtles et al., 2007; Braddick et al., 2005) . This study, however, demonstrated a clear latency decrease in the first year of human life. Infants' transient P1 latency asymptoted to the adult value at around 50 weeks of age. Although Fig. 3B seems to indicate that the infants' P1 latency reached adult value as early as 30 weeks, infants' latency remained statistically different from the adults' for all age groups under 50 weeks. Similar to PR (Lee et al., 2012) , the P1 latency decrease could be because of the progression of myelination with age (Dubois et al., 2008; Kos-Pietro et al., 1997; Tsuneishi & Casaer, 1997) . However the individual variance among OR latencies is much higher than that for PR (Fig. 6A) .
In contrast, the calculated latency showed little change across age. Cortical processing of orientation apparently involves stages beyond the initial response, such as recurrent processing by topdown feedback loops or long-range horizontal connections (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1989; Lund & Levitt, 1996) , which introduce additional delays and do not become significantly faster in the course of development.
Comparison to pattern reversal-VEP
Unlike PR, where the P1 and calculated latency values were equivalent in adults, the OR response revealed a significantly longer calculated latency than the transient latency in both adults and infants ( Fig. 3A and B) . While the transient P1 latency for OR seems to follow a similar pattern of development as for PR (Lee et al., 2012) , there was little change for OR calculated latency within the first 18 months of life tested in this study (Fig. 6B) . In PR, the main contribution to latency may be the time needed to generate the first peak. Calculated OR latency, on the other hand, could be dominated by the processing reflected in later VEP response components.
While infants' peak latency for PR asymptoted to the adult value at around 15 weeks, infants' OR latency did not reach adult value until about 50 weeks. Infants' response to OR has not only a delayed onset (Braddick, 1993) but also a slower developmental course for the peak response compared to the PR latency (Fig. 3) . Shahani, Manahilov, and McCulloch (2001) using a different transient VEP method also found a slower developmental time-course for orientation selectivity compared to spatial frequency selectivity.
The need to introduce jitter into the OR stimulus means that the orientation-specific response must be associated with neurons having a component of their response that is invariant with spatial phase (Braddick, 1993) , a characteristic of complex cells (Movshon, Thompson, & Tolhurst, 1978; Pollen & Ronner, 1982) . Some of the differences in OR and PR responses, and their development, may therefore reflect differences in response properties between simple and complex cortical cells. There may be a later maturation of complex cells required for the phase-invariant OR response, consistent with the developmental trend for higher temporal frequency OR response to emerge later than the response to lower temporal frequencies (Braddick, 1993) . Simple cells and X-type optic radiation afferents, whose spatially linear response is dependent on spatial phase, may play a larger role in determining the PR response.
As with the transient P1 latency, the relatively invariant calculated latency of the OR response within the first 18 months of life in infants indicates a slower maturation of relevant processes in comparison to that of PR (Lee et al., 2012) . In addition to activation of V1 through feed-forward processes, feedback loops and horizontal connections may play important but different roles in determining the calculated latencies for different visual stimuli (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1989; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Lund & Levitt, 1996) . In terms of VEP latencies, V1 may mature earlier than extrastriate cortices; yet parallel interactions between the striate and extrastriate areas may become more prominent with age (Alonso et al., 1993; Mignard & Malpeli, 1991) . Orientation-selective pattern masking is believed to reflect inhibitory interactions in cortex; such masking has been found in infants around 3 months of age for cross-oriented stimuli and for same-orientation by about 5-6 months (Candy, Skoczenski, & Norcia, 2001; Morrone & Burr, 1986) . These interactions may contribute to the temporal course of the orientation-selective response.
Conclusions
The differences in the timing of VEP responses between infants and adults indicate functional and possibly structural changes during development. Detection of pattern reversal develops earlier than orientation reversal, possibly reflecting later maturation of complex cells required for the phase-invariant OR response, compared to simple cells in V1. During infancy, the peak latency depends on the transmission delay resulting from the immature physiology, for example incomplete myelination. The initial peaks in both contrast and orientation responses may arise from the same level of cortical processing. In OR, we suggest that the lack of change between infants and adults, from the important contribution of later cortical processing to the temporal response and the overall waveform throughout development, possibly reflects an earlier maturation of V1 in comparison to the extrastriate areas. As the OR reflects more elaborate cortical processing, OR-VEPs may serve as better clinical indicators of cortical development than PRVEPs.
